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Abstract
The multi-access edge computing (MEC) has higher computing power and lower
latency than user equipment and remote cloud computing, enabling the continuing
emergence of new types of services and mobile application. However, the movement
of users could induce service migration or interruption in the MEC network. Especially
for highly mobile users, they accelerate the frequency of services’ migration and
handover, impacting on the stability of the total MEC network. In this paper, we
propose a hierarchical multi-access edge computing architecture, setting up the
infrastructure for dynamic service migration in the ultra-dense MEC networks.
Moreover, we propose a newmechanism for users with high mobility in the ultra-dense
MEC network, efficiently arranging service migrations for users with high-mobility and
ordinary users together. Then, we propose an algorithm for evaluating migrated
services to contribute to choose the suitable MEC servers for migrated services. The
results show that the proposed mechanism can efficiently arrange service migrations
and more quickly restore the services even in the blockage. On the other hand, the
proposed algorithm is able to make a supplement to the existing algorithms for
selecting MEC servers because it can better reflect the capability of migrated services.

Keywords: Dynamic service migration, Ultra-dense network, Multi-access edge
computing, High-mobility scenarios

1 Introduction
With the advent of various mobile and Internet of Things (IoT) devices, new types of
services and mobile applications are emerging that utilize machine learning (ML) and
augmented reality (AR) technology [1]. These services performed computing resources’
selection among MEC and centralized, cloud-based resources, towards efficient service
orchestration [2]. They require high computing power and low latency due to recent
advances in mobile network technology [3–7]. For example, the vehicular networks sup-
port more complex applications for both the vehicles and passengers nowadays, such as
automatic driving, intelligent auxiliary driving for vehicles and augmented reality (AR),
on-line interactive gaming, and other rich media applications for passengers [8], which
require intensive communication and computation resources with low latency. Therefore,
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the fog computing (FG) and multi-access edge computing (MEC) are proposed to suit
these requirements [9–12].
Although the cloud computing with MEC could provide a well-established distribution

model and application platform [13, 14], the MEC network still has to deal with many
problems on its own. The migration and handover of services are relatively frequent in
MEC scenario considering users’ movement, which may induce service interruption and
additional cost [15]. Especially for highly mobile users, they accelerate the frequency of
services’ migration and handover, impacting on the stability of the total MEC network.
Moreover, the architecture of ultra-dense network also causes more difficulties in the col-
lection and delivery of information, easily leaving the backhaul network saturated and
resulting in insufficient resources. The precise full system information is hard to be syn-
chronized between base stations (BSs) and user equipment (UE) formobilitymanagement
decision making [16].
To solve these problems, various kinds of network architectures and methods are

emerging. For example, the power-domain non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA)
[17–21] allowsmultipleMTs (mobile terminals) to reuse the same time slot and frequency
resource blocks by dividing their transmit power and further exploiting the successive
interference cancelation to mitigate the co-channel interference among them. Because
of the advantages of NOMA, NOMA-based MEC system can provide large-scale access
and complete the computing offloading services in large-scale access networks [22–24].
Service function chaining (SFC) is a promising mechanism to decompose a giant and
resource-hungry network service into a chain of moderate, loosely connected virtual net-
work functions (VNFs) in a specific order. By adopting SFC/NFV in 5G MEC networks,
the operators could implement a variety of network services in a very flexible and efficient
manner [25], but the reply of the post-migrated services still cost much time in the case of
the saturated MEC network and the insufficient resources of MEC servers. Moreover, in
terms of the selection to the suitable MEC servers for migrated services, many learning-
based algorithms are established to evaluate various MEC servers for various migrated
services, but lack further study on quality of service (QoS) of migrated services, which is
the criteria of selecting the suitable MEC servers. Although many kinds of research for
MEC are actively conducted, there are few studies on schemes related to servicemigration
for users with high mobility in the ultra-dense network.
Based on the above observation, this paper is dedicated to solving the abovementioned

problem.We propose a mechanism to minimize service interruption due to user mobility
in high-mobility scenarios and ultra-dense network, and an algorithm to evaluate the ser-
vices after being migrated to the targetMEC servers in various aspects. The contributions
of this paper are outlined as follows.

• We introduce the problems of the dynamic service migration in ultra-dense MEC
network for high-mobility scenarios. To solve the problem, we propose a hierarchical
MEC architecture, setting up the infrastructure for dynamic service migration in the
ultra-dense MEC networks (Section 3).

• We propose a new mechanism for users with high mobility in the ultra-dense MEC
network, called Chain Management with Valuation Adjustment Mechanism (CMVAM),
efficiently arranging service migrations for users with high-mobility and ordinary users
together. In the case of network saturation, the CMVAM can quickly restore the services
in the blockage (Section 4).
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• We propose an algorithm for evaluating migrated services, called Migration Effect
Evaluation with QoS-aware (MEEQ), to make a supplement to the existing algorithms
for selecting MEC servers, which is conducive to choose the suitable MEC servers for
migrated services (Section 4).

•We implement a system prototype using the “networkx” to perform real servicemigra-
tion in an ultra-dense network. We saturate the ultra-dense network and test restoration
of services in the blockage. Moreover, we test the effects of different algorithms for
evaluating migrated services on services. Results from extensive experiments prove the
capability of the proposed CMVAM and MEEQ (Section 5).
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present the related

works. In Section 3, we propose a hierarchical multi-access edge computing architec-
ture. In Section 4, we propose a new mechanism for users with high mobility in the
ultra-dense MEC network. Moreover, we propose an algorithm for evaluating migrated
services. Then, we test the effects of different algorithms for evaluating migrated services
on services in Section 5. Finally, this paper is concluded in Section 6.

2 Related works
To solve the aforementioned problems of dynamic service migration in theMEC environ-
ment, there are studies related to service migration scheme in MEC environment. Kondo
et al. [26] developed aMEC platform supporting servicemigration forMEC servers. Their
proposed platform used IP mobility support gateway that applied the extended virtu-
alized mobility support gateway (vMSG) to achieve mobility management requirement,
but there was a lack of consideration for the movement of the mobile user requiring ser-
vice migration. Ridhawi et al. [27] proposed the solution to decompose the data in the
cloud into a set of files and services. They performed caching on the user mobile device
to provide frequently requested files and services quickly. They considered the move-
ment of the mobile user requiring task migration, but there was a lack of consideration
for task migration situations that occur when users move frequently. Chen et al. [28]
focused on the incorporation of virtual network function (VNF)/service function chain-
ing (SFC) and multi-access edge computing (MEC). Based on this incorporation, they
proposed an on-line algorithm called Follow-Me Chain to prevent unacceptably long ser-
vice delay with inter-MEC handoffs for the VNFs of the corresponding SFC. However,
they lacked further study on MEC server switching in the high-density environment to
enable users with high-mobility and ordinary users to migrate services together with-
out sufficient resources. Sun et al. [29] developed a novel user-centric energy-aware
mobility management (EMM) scheme, in order to optimize the delay due to both radio
access and computation, under the long-term energy consumption constraint of the user.
Although the methods provided efficient solutions for migrating services in the ultra-
dense networks, they lacked the consideration of high-mobility scenarios and details of
the service migrated in theMEC servers. Aloqaily et al. [30] proposed the solution to pro-
vide fast service in situations where users demanded data or services at the same time
in a high-density environment such as the stadium or the subway station. They used
service-specific overlays to provide mobile devices with faster data access by using data
replication methods from the cloud to the edge in the congested environment. Although
the methods provided efficient solutions for managing data and services in congested sit-
uations, they did not provide efficient solutions to the use ofMECS resources in situations
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where mobile users are frequently moving and generating tasks. Balasubramanian et al.
[31] proposed the mobile device cloud system architecture to solve the buffering prob-
lem of mobile devices in the dense and congested environment. To this end, they utilized
MPTCP (MultiPath-TCP) in their proposed system architecture. They also proposed an
OS-side architecture that can manage the traffic coming from different owns. The OS-
side architecture and MPTCP-based methods allowed efficient use of cloud resources,
but lacked the consideration of the MEC environment.
In addition, there are also studies related to how to choose the suitable MEC servers to

migrate services. Kim et al. [32] proposed using a vehicular cloud radio access network
(vCRAN) in the automotive field with edge computing infrastructure where communica-
tion and networking resources were centrally controlled. The proposed vehicular network
consisted of remote radio heads (RRHs) located at roadsides, MEC servers responsible for
signal processing and service management, a cloud server managing MEC servers, and
a software-defined network (SDN). Although this vehicular network provided a mobility
support method for the allocation of services in the MEC servers, its centralized man-
agement was not suitable for the high-mobility users with low-latency requirements in
the ultra-dense networks. Nasrin et al. [33] proposed a novel architecture, called Shared-
MEC, to support service migration. They created a small cloud at the edge of the network
to direct all MEC servers around, which could reduce communication costs and latency,
but actually, this additional small cloud centers also required additional overhead. Ojima
et al. [34] predicted user mobility with Kalman filter for estimation of the connectivity
of MEC servers. They used mobility prediction to enable mobile users to select stable
MECS during task requests and task collection, and the success rate of collecting results
was improved. However, if the mobile users move frequently, they should select stable
MECS at the new location each time. Moreover, if the predicted user’s location is error,
MEC servers will waste a lot of resources and need to spend more resources to remedy.
Zhao et al. [35] proposed a vehicle mobility prediction module to estimate the future
connected roadside units (RSUs) using data traces collected from a real-world vehicular
ad hoc networks (VANET) deployed in the city of Porto, Portugal. Although wrong pre-
dictions will result in wasted resources in the MEC server, it is a good inspiration that
they implemented a learning-based algorithm to constantly correctmodels for forecasting
the locations of users. Wang et al. [16] proposed a Q-learning-based mobility manage-
ment scheme to handle the system information uncertainties. Each user observed the task
delay as an experience and automatically learnt the optimal mobility management strat-
egy through trial and error. Peng et al. [36] considered the edge user allocation problem
as an on-line decision-making and developed a mobility-aware and migration-enabled
approach, called MobMig, for allocating users at real-time. Both schemes established
the learning-based algorithms to choose the suitable MEC servers for the service to be
migrated, but lacked further study on QoS of migrated services, leading to fail to choose
the most suitable MEC servers.

3 Themulti-access edge computing architecture and the dynamic service
migration for high-mobility scenarios

In this section, we propose a hierarchical multi-access edge computing architecture,
setting up the infrastructure for dynamic service migration in the ultra-dense MEC
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networks. The proposed architecture introduced a newmechanism tomake theMEC net-
work more adaptable to the ultra-dense state. Moreover, we propose a new mechanism
for users with high mobility in the ultra-dense MEC network, called Chain Management
with Valuation Adjustment Mechanism (CMVAM), which is extended by Follow-Me
Chain (FMC) [28] and MEC architecture proposed in Section 3, efficiently arranging ser-
vice migrations for users with high-mobility and ordinary users together. In the case of
network saturation, the CMVAM can quickly restore the services in the blockage.

3.1 Architecture

In a conventional MEC network using MEC servers, as service requests from user equip-
ment (UE) increase and the topology of a network changes dynamically because of high
mobility, considerable increases occur in the complexity of establishing and maintaining
connections betweenMEC servers and UE [32]. Hence, a newMEC network architecture
that can support both of the flexible resource management and high mobility is necessary
for improving QoS.
The proposed multi-access edge computing (MEC) architecture is shown in Fig. 1. In

the architecture, MEC servers and BSs are integrated within the radio access network
(RAN) and deployed on the user plane interface, i.e., between the core network (CN)
and user equipment (UE). Each base station is equipped with a MEC server, which is
also regarded as an independent network element complementing the existing cellular
network without impacting the connectivity of other interfaces. These MEC servers are
connected to corresponding base stations via dedicated reliable links to provide particular
services for diverse end-user of such several nearby cells. MEC servers and centralized
cloud centers are connected through the Internet backbone and share information with
each other, so as to work in a cooperative manner [37].
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Fig. 1 The proposed MEC architecture. This is the proposedmulti-access edge computing (MEC) architecture.
In the architecture, MEC servers and BSs are integrated within the radio access network (RAN) and deployed
on the user plane interface, i.e., between the core network (CN) and user equipment (UE). Each base station is
equipped with a MEC server, which is also regarded as an independent network element complementing
the existing cellular network without impacting the connectivity of other interfaces. These MEC servers are
connected to corresponding base stations via dedicated reliable links to provide particular services for
diverse end-user of such several nearby cells. MEC servers and centralized cloud centers are connected
through the Internet backbone and share information with each other, so as to work in a cooperative manner
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The MEC server enables user-related services and applications running as virtual
machines (VM) and operating at the edge of the mobile network in a flexible and efficient
way, based on a virtualization platform. Furthermore, particular network functions (NFs)
are supposed to be tailored and instantiated by reusing the more abundant hardware
resource of theMEC server, thereby enriching its service capability. Under the umbrella of
the virtualization paradigm, it is feasible to integrate NFs and applications in the same vir-
tualization infrastructure. Since the MEC servers have connection with both CN and UE,
they could process flexible scheduling on user traffic according to the service demands.
Although the incorporation of virtual network function (VNF)/service function chaining
(SFC) and multi-access edge computing (MEC) allows 5G networks to deliver a variety of
services and applications in a more flexible manner [28], the future cellular system calls
for more intensive cell deployment and is designed to support more scenarios with high
mobility [37]. Therefore, we have added the valuation adjustment mechanism (VAM)
application to the MEC servers. This MEC networks can still provide stable services and
dynamic service migration for common users and high-mobility users together in the
ultra-dense network.

3.2 The VAMmanagement application

Wepropose the VAMmanagement application with the valuation adjustmentmechanism
(VAM) as the key, because there are the reasons for the difficulty in service migration for
UE with high mobility in the ultra-dense network, i.e.,
1) The resource usage of the MEC servers cannot be synchronized and updated in time

due to the frequent migration of UE with high mobility.
2) The frequent service migration of the UE with high mobility leads to an increase of

the workload of the MEC servers.
3) A large number of UE applying for resources lead to resource crisis of MEC servers.
The concept of VAM originated from business, which was actually a form of an

option. Through the design of the terms, the VAM can effectively protect the interests of
investors. The VAM is that the acquirer (the investor) and the transferor (the financier)
make an agreement on the future uncertainty when the merger or financing agreement
is reached. If the agreed conditions arise, the financier can exercise a right; if the agreed
terms do not appear, the investor can exercise a right.
If the MEC servers detect that the UE continuously moves among different areas in a

short time, and the type of service that the UE is prepared to migrate includes an inter-
action type (low latency), the MEC servers use the VAM for the UE. Unlike ordinary UE,
UE marked as high mobility needs to apply for resource usage time and hand in VAM
code, which contains the credit level of the UE, while applying for resources. This credit
level will change as the resource usage of the UE after the migration service conforms to
the contract. If the UE migrates service again and returns resources near the agreed time,
the VAM is completed, the credit level of UE as “the financer” is raised; If the UE does
not migrate service again or return resources near the agreed time, the VAM is not com-
pleted, the credit level of UE as “the financer” is lowered. Moreover, the MEC servers as
“the investor” determine the location of the migration service in the SFC and whether
the service is transferred to other MEC servers based on the VAM code which contains
credit level of the UE. However, since the VAM codes of UE are stored locally, the VAM
codes may be modified, which will cause security issue. Therefore, the MEC servers must
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encrypt the VAM codes when modifying these codes and sending them to the UE again
and verify the digital signature when accepting the VAM codes of the UE. In addition, the
encryption parameters are periodically modified by the cloud servers, which will increase
the security of the system without affecting the flexibility of the system.
The VAMapplication design, focusing on the functionalities located in the UE andMEC

servers, is depicted in Fig. 2. In theMEC host, the VAMmanager component manages the
migration services of the UE with highmobility in the area, as well as the determination of
the VAM and the modification of the VAM code. This VAMmanager component, which
is connected to the SFC application, has the right to determine the location of the migra-
tion task in the SFC and even decide whether to transfer the migration service to other
MEC servers. This component facilitates SFC formation and SFC disengaging, as well as
all UE joining/leaving the SFC. Furthermore, other UE that are not yet in the communica-
tion range of BSs can use the local VAMmanagement component to start communicating
with nearby MEC servers during the formation process. Other functionalities, residing
in the cloud, take care of matching migration services with existing or new SFC and del-
egates tactical decisions to the correct MEC servers in case of sufficient resources. The
encryption and decryption of the VAM code is the responsibility of the VAM encryption
component, which is connected to the cloud servers for modifying regularly encryption
parameters.
In a dynamic situation, the introduction of the VAM facilitates the MEC network to

migrate services of UE with high mobility in the ultra-dense network, i.e.,
1) The mobility management of the MEC servers is implicitly undertaken by massive

UE. The frequent service migration of UE with high mobility causes huge overhead for
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Fig. 2 The VAMmanagement application architecture. This is the VAM application design focusing on the
functionalities located in the UE and MEC servers. In the MEC host, the VAMmanager component manages
the migration services of the UE with high mobility in the area, as well as the determination of the VAM and
the modification of the VAM code. This VAMmanager component, which is connected to the SFC application,
has the right to determine the location of the migration task in the SFC and even decide whether to transfer
the migration service to other MEC servers. This component facilitates SFC formation and SFC disengaging, as
well as all UE joining/leaving the SFC. Furthermore, other UE that are not yet in the communication range of
BSs can use the local VAMmanagement component to start communicating with nearby MEC servers during
the formation process. Other functionalities, residing in the cloud, take care of matching migration services
with existing or new SFC and delegates tactical decisions to the correct MEC servers in case of sufficient
resources. The encryption and decryption of the VAM code is the responsibility of the VAM encryption
component, which is connected to the cloud servers for modifying regularly encryption parameters
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the MEC network, which also causes the resource changes of the MEC server to fluctuate
so much that certain information cannot be obtained in time. The fundamental purpose
of introducing VAM is to enable the MEC servers not to make complex judgments on
how to give UE with high-mobility resources by massive UE submitting the VAM codes,
the concentration of past performance of this UE. The proposed VAM code is one of the
solutions to this type of problem, which can effectively alleviate the complexity of the
MEC servers’ judgments in high-mobility scenarios.
2) Special labels are added to all UE with high mobility at low cost. Based on the vir-

tualization of network resources, a network slice forms an end-to-end logical network,
which provides one or more network functions to cater to the demand side of the slice
(e.g., vertical industry users, virtual operators, and enterprise users) [37]. However, net-
work slices only identify the type of service and do not identify the subject of the service,
as this would be a huge task. The introduction of VAM can be seen as adding different
labels to all UE with high mobility to distinguish them. On the premise of network slicing,
VAM aligns SFCs more accurately by identifying labels, which would not be a huge task
because it is shared by massive UE.
3) The introduction of credit level in VAMmakes the arrangement of service sequences

in SFC more reasonable. Yu et al. [28] regarded the mobile SFC embedding problem
as an NP problem and had made a series of studies on the placement and migration
of SFC, but this would undoubtedly increase the workload of the MEC servers in the
high-mobility scenarios. However, the credit level is a simple and effective basis for deter-
mining the order of services in SFC, which relies on the past performance of UE with
high mobility.

3.3 The CMVAM

Each VNF of an SFC requires a certain amount of storage capacity and is connected
to adjacent VNFs with virtual bandwidth. The VNFs are then chained in a specific
order to realize the service [28]. For VNF n connecting to VNF m, we denote its
storage, virtual link bandwidth requirements, and usage time as a three-dimensional
vector of capacity-bandwidth-time, i.e., (vcnl , vb

mn
l , vtnl ), and regard each MEC server

i as a bin, as shown in Fig. 3. Since each SFC includes multiple VNFs, the SFC man-
agement then becomes the bin-packing problem that the set of VNFs assigned to a
set of bins connected by links characterized by the link bandwidth and propagation
delay.
The choice of a set of candidate MEC servers in the proximity for the service migra-

tion is similar to a multi-bin packing problem. The difference is that there is no relation
among items in the set of bins for the multi-bin packing problem; however, in the service
migration, there is a specific order among the VNFs in the SFC. In general, the candidate
bins to place a VNF include the bins with largest residual areas in the highest vtnl (i.e., the
product of residual bandwidth and residual storage capacity). Let rci(t) and rbij(t) denote
the residual capacity of MEC server i and the residual bandwidth of eij, respectively. Then,
the candidate bin is determined by the weighted inner product of (rci(t), rbij(t)) and (1,ω),
i.e.,

max
i,j∈M

{
(rci(t), rbij(t)) × (1,ω)

}
(1)
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Fig. 3 The bin. This is the bin which each MEC server is regarded. In this architecture, we denote its storage,
virtual link bandwidth requirements, and usage time as a three-dimensional vector of
capacity-bandwidth-time

where

rci(t) = ci −
∑

l∈L,n∈Sl
x(n,l)
i (t) × vcnl ,∀i, t (2)

rbij(t) = bij −
∑

l∈L,(m,n)∈Sl
x(n,l)
i (t) × x(m,l)

j (t) × vbnml ,∀i, j, t (3)

where ci is the total storage resource capacity of MEC server i; bij is the transmission
bandwidth between MEC i and j; L is the total number of users in the system; Sl is the
service function chaining (SFC) of user l; x(n,l)

i (t) is the decision variable indicating if
VNF n of Sl is placed at MEC i at time t; vcnl is the capacity of MEC server i; vbmn

l is the
bandwidth of MEC server i.

ω = tsl
trl

,∀l (4)

where ω characterizes difference in importance between rbij(t) and rci(t) under the same
size of residual area, tsl is the connection time of service, and trl is the residence time of
service.
For VNFs from users with high mobility (i.e., shorter residence time in cells), traditional

algorithm preferred to choose a candidate bin with a larger inner product because such
bins tended to consume more bandwidth partly for VNF migration (handoff user) and
partly for normal network access to other SFC owns (other normal access users). For more
static users (i.e., higher residence time in cells), their VNFs were placed in a bin with a
smaller inner product so that the bandwidth of the bin was saved for more frequently
moving users [28].
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Before all UE SFC is integrated, CMVAM will adjust the location of the service migra-
tion in advance. After the adjustment, a new chain will be generated on the basis of several
original SFC. In the new chain, the service migrations requested by UE whose credit lev-
els are positive in the VAM code will be all placed at the front end of the chain. Among
them, the higher the UE’s credit level, the higher the order of the service migrations that
the UE applies for. The service migration requested by UE whose credit levels are neg-
ative in the VAM code will be all placed behind the ones requested by UE whose credit
levels are positive. Among them, the lower the UE’s credit level, the lower the order of the
service migrations that the UE applies for. The UE that does not have a VAM code means
that the UE is not determined to be without high mobility, and the service migrations
requested by this UE will be placed behind the ones requested by UE with high mobility.
Only a new queue will be generated for a while. Only when all service migrations in the
chain are completed within the limited time, the service migrations in the next chain will
continue. If there are still unresolved service migrations in the chain after a limited time
due to the error of these services themselves, these service migrations are suspended until
all the service migrations in the next chain are completed. This ensures that only wrong
services will be suspended, and other service migrations will be performed successfully in
the situation of having sufficient resources.
So far, CMVAM has integrated the SFCs of each UE in the current time period into

one chain and performs service migration according to the VNF order in the chain. Upon
handoff, CMVAM needs to perform service migration from the current MEC server to
the target MEC server. However, all the VNFs of the chain may not be able to be placed
in time to the new MEC server, due to the limited bandwidth on the link between MEC
servers. To reduce service interruption, the VNFs of the chain could be placed in a set
of nearby MEC servers as long as such a set of MEC servers suit migration requirements
of these services. However, the current algorithms of selecting MEC servers only suit the
single or multiple requirements, such as bandwidth, propagation delay, workload, and
energy consumption and thus lead to two potential dangers, i.e.,
1) The greedy algorithm always makes the best choice at the moment and does not

consider what might happen in the future. For example, interactive services have strict
requirements for latency, but not all interactive services have the same tolerance inter-
val for latency. If there is no optional MEC server for a service that requires extremely
low latency because another interactive service with the relatively lower requirement
of latency has previously selected this MEC server, the current service migration will
fail. Moreover, the resources of MEC server, which are able to suit the requirements for
previous service with the relatively lower requirement of latency, are wasted.
2) Uniform selection criteria cannot accommodate a variety of different types of service

migrations. In addition to interactive tasks, cloud services can be divided into computa-
tional tasks and data-based tasks. The uniform selection metrics cannot be used for all
types of service migrations because the resources required for these service migrations
are different. Even for the same type of migration services, there are subtle differences in
the migration requirements for MEC servers.
In view of the above situation, we propose an algorithm for evaluating migrated ser-

vices, called migration effect evaluation with QoS-aware (MEEQ), to make a supplement
to the existing algorithms for selecting MEC servers, which is conducive to choose
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the suitable MEC servers for migrated services. The MEEQ will be shown in detail in
Section 4.
After the MEEQ, CMVAM calculates migration time of the VNFs in the chain

according to the chaining order, among the Nmax highest ranking migrating candidates
{p1, p2, ..., pNmax }. Each migration path may consist of multiple links. The longer the
migration path, the more the bandwidth is consumed, and the higher the chance in the
occurrence of network congestion. Thus, we take the most residual resources first princi-
ple to decide migration path for each VNF in the chain, in case the migration time is met.
(The quality of services has been guaranteed before by MEEQ.) After the service migra-
tion, the migrated services should not violate the constraints on the new MEC servers.
Otherwise, the migrated services will be viewed as service down [28].

3.4 The total service migration procedure

Figure 4 illustrates the total handover (HO) and migration signaling based on dynamic
service migration with the CMVAM. In the procedure, handover decision and some
related configuration work are performed by the MEC server instead of the involved UE
or BSs (as LTE generally does). The advantage of this approach is to avoid the redundant
signaling interaction between the UE and the BSs, hence the handover latency is effec-
tively reduced. This is the advantage ofMEC, which can execute andmigrate services with
lower latency, while the estimated mean value of such latency in the existing LTE system
is 12ms (for contention-free access) [38].

UE
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BS

Serving
MEC
Server

Target
BS

Target
MEC
Server

Cloud
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Collect
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Measurement req.
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HO command

HO res.
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Fig. 4 The total HO and migration signaling. This is the total handover (HO) and migration signaling based
on dynamic service migration with the CMVAM. In the procedure, handover decision and some related
configuration work are performed by the MEC server instead of the involved UE or BSs (as LTE generally
does). The advantage of this approach is to avoid the redundant signaling interaction between the UE and
the BSs, hence the handover latency is effectively reduced. This is the advantage of MEC, which can execute
and migrate services with lower latency, while the estimated mean value of such latency in the existing LTE
system is 12 ms (for contention-free access)
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4 Migration effect evaluation with QoS-aware
In this section, we propose an algorithm for evaluating migrated services, called migra-
tion effect evaluation with QoS-aware (MEEQ), to make a supplement to the existing
algorithms for selecting MEC servers, which is conducive to choose the suitable MEC
servers for migrated services. The MEEQ focuses on the impact of service experience in
the different QoS-aware areas when interacting with humans. Moreover, MEEQ can eval-
uate the actual performance of the services (e.g., interactive services and computational
services), which have different requirements for MEC servers. The MEEQ has been used
in Section 4 to select the appropriate MEC servers for the service migration, as shown in
detail in this section.
The three areas, which users’ experience of QoS can be divided into, are the best area,

the sensitive area, and the unusable area. The migrated services in the best area, which
users have already obtained the best experience from, are not able to provide users with a
better experience as the performances of these services continue to improve. The different
performances of services only in the sensitive area can be clearly perceived by users, and
will obviously affect the users’ experience of migrated service. The migrated services in
the unusable area cannot be used normally by users. The notations which we define in
this section are summarized in Table 1.
The area determination sk is used to determine the area where QoS parameters are

located, i.e.,

sk =

⎧
⎪⎨

⎪⎩

+∞ QoS in the best area
Bk−Wk
Bk−qk QoS in the sensitive area
1 QoS in the unusable area

(5)

Table 1 The notations of MEEQ

Notation Description

qk The actual QoS parameter of service k

Bk The boundary value of the best area and the sensitive area of service k

(i.e., the best QoS value)

wk The boundary value of the sensitive area and the unusable area of

service k (i.e., the worst QoS value)

sk The parameter used to determine the area where QoS parameters are

located (i.e., the area determination)

d(qk , Bk) The value of difference between the best QoS value and the actual QoS

parameters after adjusted (i.e., the difference)

dirk The nature of the QoS parameter, which is used to make the formula constant

for positive values by assigned 1 or (– 1) (i.e., the directional feature value)

vk The satisfaction with service k, which is a real number between 0 and

1 (i.e., the user satisfaction)

fk The satisfaction with service k when d(qk , Bk) ∈ (0,+∞)

vik The user satisfaction for different QoS parameters i of service k

aik The weight for different QoS parameters i of service k

VQoSk The final values for evaluating the total user experience of the migrated

service k in their MEC servers
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where Bk is the best QoS value, Wk is the worst QoS value, and qk is the actual QoS
parameter of service k.
According to the area determination sk , we calculate the value of difference between the

best service experience and the actual QoS parameters and adjust this value to obtain the
difference d(qk ,Bk), i.e.,

d(qk ,Bk) =

⎧
⎪⎨

⎪⎩

+∞ sk = 1
0 sk = +∞
(Bk − qk) × dirk ÷ sk sk ∈ (1,+∞)

(6)

where qk is the actual QoS parameter of service q, Bk is the best QoS value, dirk is the
directional feature value, and sk is the area determination.
Next, the user satisfaction vk that represents the user’s satisfaction with the migrated

services in the form of a numerical value can acquired based on the difference d(qk ,Bk),
i.e.,

vk =

⎧
⎪⎨

⎪⎩

0∞ d(qk ,Bk) = +∞
1 d(qk ,Bk) = 0
fk(d(qk ,Bk)) d(qk ,Bk) ∈ (0,+∞)

(7)

where d(qk ,Bk) is the difference.
Due to the trend of the function Sigmoid [39] in line with our scaling requirements for

QoS parameters in sensitive areas, we use this function as the basis function, take the
defining domain of the function into [0,(Bk-Wk) × dirk] and adjust the result range of the
function into [0,1] to obtain the user satisfaction function fk(d(qk ,Bk)), i.e.,

fk (d(qk ,Bk)) = 1 − 1

1 + e
−

{
5×[d(qk ,Bk )−z]

z

} (8)

z = (Bk − Wk) × dirk
2

(9)

where d(qk ,Bk) is the difference, Bk is the best QoS value,Wk is the worst QoS value, and
dirk is the directional feature value.
Moreover, different services have different requirements for different MEC servers,

depending on the types of these services (e.g., interactive services and computational
services). Therefore, we introduce special weight matrix, which reflects the relative
importance of several QoS parameters for their services [40], to gain the final values
VQoSk for evaluating the total user experience of the migrated services in their MEC
servers, i.e.,

VQoSk = [
v1k v2k . . . vnk

] × [
a1k a2k . . . ank

]� (10)

where vik is the user satisfaction for different QoS parameters i of service k, i ∈[ 1, n]; aik is
the weight for different QoS parameters i of service k, i ∈[ 1, n].

5 Results and discussion
In this section, we implemented a system prototype using the “networkx” to perform
real service migration in an ultra-dense network. We saturated the ultra-dense network
and test restoration of services in the blockage. Moreover, we tested the effects of dif-
ferent algorithms for evaluating migrated services on services. Results from extensive
experiments prove the capability of the CMVAM and MEEQ.
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 5 The impacts of the VNF capacity ratio on the SFC HO costs. This is the results of the experiments about
the impacts of the VNF capacity ratio on the SFC HO costs. The SFC HO cost meant the time that it took for all
services to restore in the blockage, while the VNF capacity ratio meant the proportion of the storage of each
VNF in the storage of total MEC server. In these experiments, we set the proportion of the UE of high mobility
and the ordinary UE as 4:1, 1:1, and 1:4 in each cell

5.1 Experiment setup

We followed the ETSI MEC framework to develop the MEC network environment based
on “networkx,” which was a Python package for the creation, manipulation, and study of
the structure, dynamics, and functions of complex networks. The network that we con-
sidered consisted of 49 BSs in a hexagonal grid, where each BS was collocated with one
MEC server. We set each slot time to be 1 s. We set the link bandwidth between any two
MEC servers to 10 Gbps. We set the storage capacity of each MEC to 20 GB. The con-
nection time of Each SFC owns service was ranged over 10 to 50 s. For all SFC owns, the
bandwidth requirement between two VNFs was over 2 to 4 Gbps, and the latency require-
ment between two VNFs followed a uniform distribution with a mean over 1 to 3 ms. The
residence time of ordinary UE followed a stochastic distribution within 300 to 1800 s, and
the residence time of UE with high mobility followed a stochastic distribution within 5 to
50 s. Users were roaming with a random walk mobility model so that users might move
to any one of the neighbors with an equal probability. We performed 10 experiments on
each method and averaged them as a result.

5.2 Experimental results and analysis

The FMC had proven to perform better than the local optimal approach, random migra-
tion approach, and bandwidth-oriented migration approach [27]. In Figs. 5 and 6, the

(a) (b)
Fig. 6 The impacts of the different proportion of the UE on the SFC HO costs. This is the results of the
experiments about the impacts of the different proportion of the UE on the SFC HO costs. The SFC HO cost
meant the time that it took for all services to restore in the blockage, while the VNF capacity ratio meant the
proportion of the storage of each VNF in the storage of total MEC server. In these experiments, we set the
proportion of the UE of high mobility and the ordinary UE as 4:1, 1:1 and 1:4
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Table 2 The QoS parameters and their weights

FP (%) ARSD (s) SPR (%) MTR (s) Weight of Weight of Weight of Weight of

FP ARSD SPR MTR

1 1.5 10 10 0.2 0.3 0.2 0.3

1.5 2 20 10 0.2 0.3 0.2 0.3

2 2.3 40 12 0.25 0.25 0.3 0.3

1.3 3 60 12 0.25 0.25 0.3 0.3

1.6 2.7 50 11 0.3 0.2 0.3 0.2

SFCHO costs were shown with regard to the VNF capacity ratio. The SFCHO cost meant
the time that it took for all services to restore in the blockage, while the VNF capacity
ratio meant the proportion of the storage of each VNF in the storage of total MEC server.
We saturated the ultra-dense network and tested restoration of services in the blockage.
We set the proportion of the UE of high mobility and the ordinary UE as 4:1, 1:1, and
1:4 in each cell, and the results were given in Fig. 5a–c, respectively. Figure 5a showed
that the CMVAM can more quickly restore the services than the algorithm “Follow-Me
Chain (FMC)” in the blockage. Thus, the CMVAM proved to performs better in the case
of changes of the VNF capacity ratio. Since the proposed scheme managed the SFCs in
the MEC servers by VAM code, it was possible to provide a fast service even when the
UE frequently moved among different cells. In addition, the management advantage of
CMVAM for SFC was best reflected especially when the VNF capacity ratio was 40%.
However, this advantage of performance was not explicitly reflected when the propor-

tion of the UE of high mobility and the ordinary UE was 1: 1 or 1:4, as shown in Fig. 5b,
c, because CMVAM was a management method for the UE of high mobility. The smaller
the number of the UE with high mobility, the less intervention CMVAM had for ser-
vices. Therefore, CMVAM can only play a better role only when the UE of high mobility
accounted for the majority of all UE, as shown in Fig. 6a, b.
On the other hand, the MEEQ was an evaluation for the service effect essentially, which

focused on the impact of service experience in the different QoS-aware areas when inter-
acting with humans. To evaluate the importance of the QoS-aware areas, we set other

Fig. 7 The QoS evaluation of migrated services. This is the evaluation values with regard to the different time
segment. This figure showed that the MEEQ proposed in this paper can better reflect the capability of
migrated services, compared with direct assessment without the different QoS-aware areas
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Table 3 The best QoS values and the worst QoS values

FP (%) ARSD (s) SPR (%) MTR (s)

The best QoS values 0 0.4 100 1

The worst QoS values 10 10 50 30

method without the QoS-aware areas as control group [40], in which the QoS parameters
were failure rate (FP), average request submission delay (ARSD), stability of processing
request (SPR), and mean time to repair (MTR). The QoS parameters and their weights
were shown in Table 2.
In Fig. 7, the evaluation values VQoSk were shown with regard to the different time seg-

ment. The best QoS values and the worst QoS values that we set were shown in Table 3.
Figure 7 showed that the MEEQ proposed in this paper can better reflect the capability
of migrated services, compared with direct assessment without the different QoS-aware
areas. In Fig. 8, since there were three times that the SPR appeared in the unusable area
and two times that the SPR appeared near the boundary of the unusable area and the sen-
sitive area, the final values VQoSk for evaluating the total user experience of the migrated
services in their MEC servers were reduced. Therefore, it was also reasonable that the
evaluation values of MEEQ were lower than other methods, which confirms the MEEQ
can better reflect the quality of migrated services indeed.

6 Conclusions
To solve the problem of dynamic service migration in ultra-dense MEC network for
high-mobility scenarios, we first propose a hierarchical MEC architecture, setting up the
infrastructure for dynamic service migration in the ultra-dense MEC networks. Then,
we propose a new mechanism “CMVAM” for users with high mobility in the ultra-
denseMEC network, efficiently arranging service migrations for users with high-mobility
and ordinary users together. Moreover, we propose an algorithm “MEEQ” for evaluating
migrated services to contribute to choose the suitable MEC servers for migrated services.

Fig. 8 The changes in SPR. This is the changes of the stability of processing request in the different time
segment. There were three times that the SPR appeared in the unusable area and two times that the SPR
appeared near the boundary of the unusable area and the sensitive area
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The results show that the mechanism “CMVAM” can efficiently arrange service migra-
tions and more quickly restore the services even in the blockage. On the other hand, the
algorithm “MEEQ” is able to make a supplement to the existing algorithms for selecting
MEC servers because it can better reflect the capability of migrated services.
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